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Youth Conference directors, Pete Carlson, Dick
Jones, and Linda Kukuk sing the conference theme
song. ECHO colorphoto by John Fleming.
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Conference emphasizes total involvement
by Barb Dunkel
ECHO staff writer

Bill Eakin, director of minis
tries for Metropolitan New York
Youth for Christ, is the speaker
for this year's Youth Conference,
beginning today and ending Sun
day noon, March 19.
Eakin is in charge of recruiting
and training leaders, for youth
work in the New York City area.
After serving in several local
youth programs, he was appoint
ed international club director of
Youth for Christ. His 20 years
of youth work has earned him the
title of "Mr. Teenager." He is the
author of numerous articles and
pamphlets on youth work and
has written a book, I Can't Hear
You When You Act That way.

be prepared with ice breakers tag will be a Singspiration begin
and possible topics to discuss. Re ning at 7:15 p.m.
Conferees will be in their as
the topic on which Eakin will be maining flexible the leaders will
try to gear the discussions to the signed residence halls at 10:30
addressing the conferees.
p.m. tonight for floor get-to
Thirty-two pairs of discussion interests of their particular group.
gethers. Skits, role plays, ice
leaders have been meeting to
Knipp added that through these
breakers and anything else to
pray with their partners since discussion groups he is expecting
help create a relaxed atmosphere
mid-February in preparation for God "to help each conferee take
will be encouraged for these floor
this weekend. According to Ken a real honest look at himself and
meetings.
Knipp SP-73, co-chairman of the see in clearer perspective how
Eakin will again address the
discussion groups, the purpose of Jesus Christ relates to his own
conferees at 8 a.m. tomorrow
such groups is "to bring high life."
morning. Discussion groups will
school kids together in a small
Youth Conference officially be be meeting from 9:15-10 a.m. and
group setting where they can talk
from 10:45 a.m.-12 p.m. Also at
to college age Christians about gins today at 10 a.m. with the
9:15 a.m. there will be talent
guest
speaker,
Bill
Eakin,
bring
how Jesus Christ relates to areas
of concern relevant to them ing the chapel address. Registra auditions. Talent may include
tion begins at 1 p.m. and will sacred music or drama from
selves."
close at 1 a.m. tomorrow morning, which the top two will perform
Approxmately 15 conferees will reopening again at 7 a.m. tomor during tomorrow evening's ser
be in each discussion group. Each row morning. Prior to this eve vice.
The field house will be the
pair of discussion leaders will ning's service at 7:45 p.m. in May
"People Get Ready" is the
theme of Youth Conference and

site for "Fun 'n Games" from 1-4
p.m. tomorrow. Conferees may
choose to attend a performance
at 1 p.m. in Maytag highlighting
several of Taylor's musical groups.
Religious Drama will be present
ing Christ In The Concrete City
at 2:30 p.m. in Maytag.
Winners of the talent contest
will perform at 7:15 p.m. tomor
row evening after which Eakin

will
film
9:15
also
be

address the conferees. The
His Land will be shown at
p.m. in Maytag. Featured
at 9:15 p.m. in SL-102 will
the film Wheels Across
Europe. In the residence halls at
11 p.m. tomorrow night conferees
and Taylor students will be in
teracting in their respective floor
get-togethers.

Summer language program
provides foreign experience
by Jim Clark
ECHO staffwriter

Through the joint sponsorship
of Taylor and Greenville College,
Taylor Spanish students may earn
up to six hours credit during
summer school courses in the
Dominican Republic, according to
Carl Gongwer, assistant professor

not included in the cost of classes,
though Gongwer noted that group
discount rates can be obtained.
Gongwer indicated that the
major reason students attend the
paid as a registration fee upon summer sessions is to fulfill gen
acceptance. Students must also eral education requirements in
submit physicals, passports and foreign language and to do it in
visas, as well as agree to abide by the least time at the least ex
all local laws. Transportation is pense. "This opportunity to study
abroad has always been a valuable
experience," stated Gongwer.
of Spanish.

The program, in it's fourth
year, is open to any students
placing at or above the intermedi
ate level. Cost is $375, $50 to be,

Christianity vs. war
theme of chapel talks
by Wes Steury
ECHO staff writer

Chapel the week of March 20
will deal with the Christian's
attitude toward war. Monday's
chapel will feature Dr. Clarence
Bauman, professor of theology
and ethics at the Mennonite Bibli
cal Seminary in Elkhart. He will
speak on "The Christians' Nonresistance Point of View to Mili
tary and War."
Dr. Bauman, a Canadian Citi
zen, was graduated from the Uni
versity of British Columbia in

1951 with majors in biology and
sociology. He is a 1954 graduate
of Fuller Theological Seminary.
In 1955 he received a World
Council of Church Scholarship to
study theology in Germany. From
1957 to 1959 Dr. Bauman was
secretary of the Puidoux The
ological Studies, an international
study conference on peace and
war. During this time he also
studied at the University of
Bonn, where he received his
Doctor of Theology degree in
1961.
Dr. Bauman has been on the
faculty of Mennonite Biblical
Seminary since 1961, teaching in
the departments of New Testa
ment, and Theology and Ethics;
with special interests in Ana
baptist research, historical Jesus
studies and Sermon on the Mount
exegesis. He was a faculty fellow
for post-doctoral research at the
University of Edinburgh and at
Jerusalem from 1967 to 1969.

In Wednesday's chapel Mr.
Tokatloglou (known as Mr. Tok)
will speak on the topic "The
Christian Should be Involved in
the Military." He represents the
Officers' Christian Union, Denver.
Tok received his formal edu
cation in Greece at the University

Students will also be visiting
other
Spanish-speaking
coun
tries. They will spend three days

in Puerto Rico, five weeks in the
Dominican Republic, and three
days in Haiti.
"I really saw what it is like to
be in a minority group and among
people of such differing language
and culture," commented Muffie
Saunders EE-73. "I also saw things
I could have never seen as an
ordinary tourist."
Eight Taylor students have ap
plied, according to Gongwer.
Anyone interested in the trip
should contact Gongwer at ext.
274.

Wandering Wheels staff member Chuck Stevens CE-67 readies a

bicycle for the Easter break trip in Florida. The riders will bicycle
of Salonika and in Great Britain.
from Pcnsacola to Tallahassee singing and giving programs along
He was a missionary in Arabia,
the way. ECHO photo by Chris Nerstad.
and East and West Africa follow
ing World War II. Since 1956 he
has helped develop a ministry
Tripping out on Wheels
among international students at
tending Michigan State Univer
sity. In addition, he has taught
Greek and served as Vice Presi
dent of the Board of Lansing
Christian School. Tok became af
rector of service operations and weeks. The 4,000 mile trip will
by Chris Newman
filiated with the Officers' Chris
trip organizer.
ECHO news editor
cross two mountain ranges and
tian Union in 1962 as a conference
Wandering Wheel's spring-sum
speaker.
will be a rougher trip than pre
From Los Angeles, Cal. the vious years, according to Chenot.
Tok has spoken at conferences mer program will begin March 26
and seminars throughout the with it's annual Florida spring group will ride through moun
"We plan on doing more scout
break trip. This will be followed tains and desert, and along the ing ahead this trip," commented
United States and the world.
by two cross-country trips, a Gulf Coast before arriving at their Chenot. "This will hopefully
Friday's chapel will be a panel 1,000 mile trip and numerous destination of Jacksonville, Fla. mean more back roads and less
discussion dealing with the ideas weekend bike and bus trips, said Newman expects this will take highway. Of course it's harder to
presented by Bauman and Tok. Ross Chenot SOC-71 of Wheels five weeks and cover approxi take a back road than ride on an
mately 3,000 miles.
The panel, with Gordon Zimmer staff.
Interstate that cuts right through
"Our women proved themselves the hills. In this way the trip will
Students on the Florida trip
man, vice-president for academic
affairs, as moderator, will include will be riding from the Pensacola last year and quieted all skeptics," be a little rougher. We hope to
Ken Bakke REL-72, Steve Zim area and will ride for seven days. said Newman. "They wanted a see more of rural America."
merman PE-74, Randy Smith Their destination, Tallahassee, bigger challenge on their next
Any Taylor student interested
ART-73, Jim Small REL-72, Fla., is approximately 250 miles trip. As a result, the trip will be
and Jerry Soen BIO-72. According from Pensacola. The group will about 500 miles longer and en in the co-ed cross country trip
to SGO President Kermit Welty average 50 miles a day, sleeping compass about twice as much should contact Robert Niedeck,
PE-72, "We are using the chapel each night in various local desert and mountains as last campus store manager. Taylor
year."
students will be given priority,
setting to provide each student churches.
Taylor men will be riding from though others may apply. Wheels
Co-eds will once again be riding
with an opportunity to evaluate
his own stand concerning Chris across the country this summer Portland, Oregon to Rehoboth staff reports that the male cross
according to Charles Newman, di Beach, Del. in a span of five country trip is full.
tian morals and war."

Wheels plan seasonal trips
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Students respond
to Town Meeting
by Charlotte Weise
ECHO staff writer

Taylor held its first Town
Meeting last Wednesday March
8, in the Dining Commons. The
objective of the meeting was to
stimulate discussion of on-campus
activities between interested
members of the student body and
campus organizations involved in
planning the activities.
The seven-person panel mod
erating the discussion included:

Handel's "Messiah" now reverberates through a
Science Building storage room. A pipe organ was
recently installed in the empty room as one of the

AnnaRose Braden, associate di
rector of student affairs; Mrs.
Walter Campbell; Jean Campbell,
coordinator of placement and
community participation: Kermit
relocations made necessary by the Shreiner fire. Welty, PE-72 SGO president;
Scott Muha, PS-73 SUB recreation
ECHO photo by John Fleming.
coordinator; Steve Clough ENG-

Speak out!

'Power Life' spotlights students
by Teresa Jackson
ECHO feature writer

Taylor occupied the limelight
of the February 27 issue of Power
Life, a weekly Scripture Press
Publication for upper teens.
Three Taylor students, Phil
Muinde REL-73, Bev Good McGowan SP-72, and Ralph Foote
PE-72 have the focus in three
separate articles. Each article
deals with the person of Jesus
Christ as revealed in the lives of
these three individuals.
"He Shakes Them Up" is the
front page story of this issue. It

features a biography of Muindi's
life and faith. Muinde is a native
of the Mahakos District, south
eastern Kenya.
In the article, Muinde states,
"My people thought they were
sacrificing goats and sheep and
cows to God. The shed blood
was supposed to blot out any
wrongs or bring healing to the
sick. But we didn't know whom
we were worshiping. The free
dom from guilt and sin that comes
with God's forgiveness was un
known to us."
The article relates the Muinde,
seeing the lives of his Christian

teachers in a government school,
desired to accept the faith that
they had. After similar decisions

made by his mother and sister, could I wonder? Romans 8:28 says
they "went through a year of that all things work together for
persecution from Phil's unyield good to them that love God and
ing father, before he, too, ac are called according to His pur
cepted Christ."
pose. God sent me to Taylor, and
Muinde taught Bible and Eng He knows me more than I do.
lish in high school for two years He knows more than the doctors
before Mr. Martel Fennig, a do. Adversity makes me stronger,
headmaster and a Taylor director and the power of God is shown."
of admissions, arranged for an
Muinde also related in the
international student scholarship
article
that "Faith, prayer and
for him to attend Taylor.
The article continues to de the Word of God," are "tools"
scribe Muinde's experiences while that have been his guide since his
at Taylor. An undiagnosed pain "acceptance of Christ." He in
developed in his side, and tends to "return to Kenya where
placed him in the hospital dur he wants to be just a vessel
through which the Spirit of God
ing January, 1970.
While in the hospital, he was can shake up his fellow country
concerned for the spiritual needs men and bring them to Christ."
of patients there. According to
"It's good at Taylor," by Mrs.
the Power Life report, he "walked
McGowan was a feature in
the corridors seeking out the
Power Life's college series. Mrs.
spiritually needy." He would
McGowan tells of the imprint that
enter the room and after discus
Taylor has made on her life.
sing symptoms, would turn the
conversation to talk of "spiritual
She chose this college in In
channels." "We'd either end up diana although her family now
praying or reading the Word of lives in California because of the
God together," he recalls.
"people (the friendly students)."
In an Indianapolis hospital, She states that, "because of a
Muinde led services on Sunday Person, my life was changed soon
because the chaplain preached at after I got here."
at another hospital.
"Christian" is a word that she
Muinde has been asked if he feels she had never understood.
ever wondered why God let him Mrs. McGowan had not "realized
go through this pain. Power Life that Jesus Christ was the key to
recorded his reply. "Oh, how- the whole relationship."

practice."
Learning to be a "Good Chris
tian," Foote feels, works the
same way that training to run
does. Discipline is the key word.
Foote commented upon the in
fluence of the Power Life issue.
"The neat thing is, that the whole
issue centered on Taylor. It can
have a positive, powerful effect
on the spiritual life of high
schoolers."

72. SUB president; and David
Klopfenstein, coordinator of stu
dent activities.
General reaction to the Town
Meeting seemed to be rather
negative. Several students men
tioned that it seemed "confusing,"
"unplanned," or "the students
seemed unconcerned to the point
of rudeness."
Linda Fogwell EE-75 said she
felt most people were there to eat,

not to listen. "The talking caused
mass confusion," she said.
Susan Schroeder BUS-74 said
she felt the meeting was ineffec
tive. She felt the students reacted
apathetically.
Perry Ferris UN-75, mentioned
that he felt a constructive pro
gram often omes from a fewleaders because the student body
as a whole is too apathetic.
Klopfenstein, however believed
the meeting accomplished quite
a lot. He said that while it did
not create any action, the giveand-take that took place "wasn't
canned." He mentioned that such
a meeting often people with the
feeling that nothing happened
because nothing can be planned
in such a large group. He added,
"We can't stop there. The suc
cess lies in the planning process."
Miss Campbell also said the
Town Meeting was a good idea.
She felt that the microphone prob
lem as well as the late time of
evening probably inhibited re
sponse. She said, "For those who
were there, the participation was
good."

She talked to her hall counseler

FOOD SERVICE MENU
WEEK OF MARCH 19 to 25, 1972
YOUTH

CONFERENCE

SUNDAY:

BREAKFAST: Sweet rolls
LUNCH: Baked Ham
DINNER: Light Buffet
MONDAY:

BREAKFAST: Scrambled eggs
LUNCH: Ham & Cheese sandwich,
Roast Pork, Hamburger & Macaroni
Casserole
DINNER: Fried chicken
TUESDAY:

BREAKFAST: French toast
LUNCH: Turkey Club sandwich, BBQ
Pork on rice, Pot Roast w/noodles
SUPPER: Roast Veal w/dressing

WEDNESDAY:

BREAKFAST: Sweet rolls & hot choco
late
LUNCH: Cheeseburgers,
BBQ Ribs,
Veal & Dumplings
SUPPER: Grilled Steaks
THURSDAY:

BREAKFAST: Hot Cakes
LUNCH: 3-D sandwich. Grilled Liver,
Chef's Choice
DINNER: Roast Beef
FRIDAY:

BREAKFAST: Fried eggs
LUNCH: Ham & Cheese Sandwich,
Fried Fish, Chef's Choice
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
ACCORDING TO SUPPLY.

and did a lot of "struggling"
with herself. She then chose to
accept Christ "as her savior."
Her "new life with Jesus
Christ," its challenges and re
wards, are the essence of the
article. Included also, is a sum
mary of Taylor's history.
"Fleet Foote" focuses on Foote,

winner of the NAIA National
Cross Country Championships in
1970. Foote is also the first Tay
lor athlete to run two miles in
less than nine minutes.
But according to the article,
Foote does not lake the credit
for his success. He "credits his
success to the discipline that
Christianity enables him to

Greg White PSY-74 and Nancy Baker UN-74 return from this year's
skiing season "burdened down" with their trophies. Despite these
injuries the Skiing Club, in its first year, had good participation as
the members traveled to Michigan, Ohio and Colorado. ECHO photo
by Gloria Dekker.
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Tne editorial policy of this paper is determined
by the editorial board. All unsigned editorials are
the official expression of the ECHO. Opinions ex
pressed as ECHO editorial policy are the re
sponsibility of the editor and the editorial board.

and do not express the official opinion of Taylor
University. Signed columns, letters to the editor,
and other signed materials represent only the
individual opinions of their authors.

Warning: apathy fatal
Interest hit an all-time low in the recent stu
dent elections. Many senatorial candidates ran
unopposed. Several student-faculty committee
posts went unclaimed.
One might suggest reasons for this lethargy.
Perhaps many students did not understand the
purpose and nature of the positions. Some
potential candidates were possibly frightened
away by the prospect of competition. Others
were probably satisfied enough with things-asthey-are. Still others likely reasoned that the
positions were powerless and thus "not worth
the effort."
Regardless of the reasons, this apathy could
be dangerous. The fact is that many of these

positions are important. The "invisible" studentfaculty committees initiate most changes in
campus policy.
We believe that the student should help
shape his educational experience. But this
demands participation.
As the Educational Policy committee con
siders curricular change, we hope the student
voice is heard. As the Spiritual Life committee
plans chapel programs, we hope the student
voice is heard. As the Student Life committee
evaluates standards of conduct, we hope the
student voice is heard.
Student, speak up.

Issues not image
The name of the game is image; and the
reward is the Presidency. This election year the
major candidates will spend hundreds of
thousands of dollars on image making. These
partially true facades will be created by tele
vision, radio, make-up artists, and professional
advertising agents.
Throughout our nation's history many of our
great leaders have either been blessed or
cursed by the electorate's image perception.
Today, more than ever, candidates are bas
ing their appeal to the voters on image. In
fact, image perception has been such a domi
nant theme in recent elections that issues are
actually being either ignored or downplayed.
Fortunately, within the Democratic Party
there is one man who is basing his campaign
on issues rather than personality. Senator
George McGovern is the only candidate that
has prepared and published two very extensive
documents concisely stating his position on
domestic and foreign policy issues.
In brief, George McGovern stands for:
1. Withdrawal of all military aid from the

dictatorship of South Vietnam.
2. An end to the Nixon policy of creating un
employment to control the inflationary
economy.
3. A rejection of the traditional Republican
notion that Americans on welfare are
"chiselers."
4. Equality for women.
5. A total volunteer army.
6. A recommittment in favor of the badly
damaged Bill of Rights.
7. Providing more than mere lip-service to the
problems of air, water and other forms of
pollution.
8. An expenditure of $3 billion a year to elimi
nate hunger in America.
9. An expenditure of $4 billion a year to elimi
nate substandard housing in five years.
The American voter may not appreciate
Senator George McGovern as a viable candi
date for the presidency, but one must ap
preciate his willingness to take a stance on
issues rather than personality.

RECORDS IN REVIEW

Stookey bridges music gap
by Gary Clark
ECHO record reviewer

When Peter, Paul and Mary
broke up several years ago, the
music world wondered to what
extent it would hear from them
again. For 10 years they sang
about our social ills and one
wonders of they did not tire from
their own message.
Stookey's recent album 'Paul
and' helps answer some of the

questions on an individual level.
It also points to a new music and
a new message.
The album provides a good op
portunity to determine just how
much influence Stookey had on
the music of Peter, Paul and
Mary. In the group's last album,
Late Again, there was more varie
ty in all musical respects than
ever before. After listening to
Paul and, it seems evident that
Stookey's new variety is a con
tinuation of what he contributed
to Late Again.
Stookey doesn't allow himself
to be influenced greatly by the

James Taylor, Carole King sound.
Unfortunately, many producers
are killing that sound which only
two years ago was unique and

fresh. Instead, nothing charac
terizes Stookey's sound. He has
pulled together assorted musical
"touches" with the help of a
cast of studio musicians.
The supporting musicians polish
each song with something new.
They manage some of Elton
John's moving and deliberate
style and then switch to produc
tions where each instrument
seems to work as an accent rather
than as a carrier of the music.
The sound moves from folk to
rock in variety.
The album also carries a new
message. Stookey had previously

written the song "Hymn" for the
Late Again album. The song's re
ligious theme had raised the
question in many minds of the
possibility of his conversion to
Christianity. From the same al
bum, "Tramp on the Street,"
which speaks of how Jesus Christ
was treated, did not tell much
more. Because the group did not
write the song, no one could be
sure if it was an expression of
their faith.
Furthermore, the use of Jesus'
name has become so common
that one is forced to analyze its
reason for being used. Most

writers have managed to avoid
committing themselves to or
identifying with Jesus Christ. It
seems as though they are leaving
it up to the listener to decide
what to do with Him.
Yet, in Paul and, Paul speaks
clearly of a personal commitment

to Christ. In the song "Tiger," the
"Son," the "Superviser" and the
"Holy Letter" are all mentioned
as coming into his life. He identi
fies with Jesus in"Hey Sad Sack"
when he sings, ". . . Ain't you
heard the word about being born
again? There's only one way
home."
Paul still sings about man and
his ills. But we are not left with
the answer "Blowing in the
Wind." "I'm feeling so much
wiser," he sings, "since that
Superviser came into my life."

echo

"I don't know what he stands for,
but he sure is good looking."

WITHOUT DISSIMULATION

Time of your life
reasons for already being be
hind schedule, he could have
stopped to say "Good morning"
From the sun dial to the digital to the friend while hurrying past
clock, few things have more
him enroute to the time clock.
separated man from his Creator,
Successfully through this first
his fellow man or from himself
series of deadlines and having
than the incessant ticking of the
again caught up with the sched
clock. In America today, perhaps
ule, one can settle down for the
more than in any other civiliza routine of the day. It's not a bad
tion at any other time in history,
routine. The day is divided into
man is a victim of his time ma
50 minute blocks with electronic
chines.
bells connected to the clock to
Clocks arouse him from slum remind him of the time.
ber (whether they sound their
Everything falls into place
alarm with a metallic ring, an rather neatly. Classes at eight,
electronic buzz or the morning nine and 11. Chapel at 10. Lunch
news). The clock on the desk at noon. An hour to study in the
tells just how many minutes one library at one. Classes at two and
has to shower, dress and eat three. Work from three to five.
breakfast. If he falls behind the Dinner. The machine runs smooth
steady beat of the metronomic ly barring any unforeseen cogs
clock, the breakfast must be like an unfinished assignment or
foregone.
a friend who has a problem which
He drives to work or to class requires more than three minutes
listening to the radio with its of explanation.
frequent reminders of the time
In the three o'clock lit. class,
at the tone. Impeded by an un an essay is assigned for the next
cooperative traffic light or an day. At five, you get a creative
inconsiderately crowded street, idea for it. Unfortunately inhe may fall behind schedule. tramurals, a dorm meeting and
Values and priorities clash. He studying for that geography test
decides that just this once the interrupt the proper incubation
law is subordinate to his schedule period for the idea. At 11 p.m.
so the speed limit is ignored.
you start writing. The idea
Having hustled the car into its emerges stillborn. But it's down
parking space, he hurries to on paper. That's all that counts.
punch the clock or beat that You look at the clock. It's 1:30.
eight o'clock bell before the big You consider setting the alarm
hand reaches the 12. If it hadn't for 6:15 instead of six. How
been for one of the myriad of absurd.
by James Oosting
ECHO columnist
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PERSPECTIVE

Stability in Mid-East sought
by Randy Rumble
ECHO commentator

Ever since the tension in the
Middle East gained a position of
prominence on the international
political agenda, both the United
States and the Soviet Union,
while decidedly biased, have ardu
ously sought a negotiated rather
than a military solution to the
conflict.
Perhaps the most publicized
policy statement to come from
the United States was the six-

point peace plan announced pub
licly last year by Secretary of
State William Rogers. At that
time, Egypt, under the leadership
of President Anwar Sadat, let it
be known that the Arabs were
willing to participate in negotia
tions with Israel through media
tion by the United States. The
Israelis, on the other hand, fear
ing that American infidelity in
such talks would excessively di
lute the dictates of their national
interest, refused to attend the
proposed meetings.
Last month, however, Israel

was reassured of American loyal cow, where he engaged in several
ly and consented to participate in discussions with Soviet Party
discussions through Assistant Chairman Leonid Brezhnev. But
Secretary of State Joseph Sisco. while Brezhnev was generous
To obtain Israeli reconsideration, with his sympathy and moral sup
The United States agreed to cer port, he offered no guarantee of
tain demands which Premier further military assistance.
Golda Mcir had placed upon
Together, Sadat and Brezhnev
American diplomats for the past
reiterated Egyptian renunciation
several months.
of American mediation and re
Paramount among these de
quested continuation of the stale
mands was the sale of several
mated United Nations discussions
dozen Phantom jet fighters to
mediated by Gunnar Jarring.
Israel. Secondary conditions in
Recently, Israel, displaying dis
cluded private consultation with
trust
and distaste for Jarring, has
Israel before the public announce
ment of any substantive peace demanded negotiations through
its increasingly obvious ally, the
proposal.
With the Israelis appeased, the United States. But Egypt, under
negotiations were scheduled once standably suspicious of the grow
again. All was not well, however, ing military link between the
for the sale of the planes to United States and Israel, has de
Israel so infuriated President Sad manded mediation by the ostensi
at that he immediately proclaim bly more objective Jarry.
Time will tell whether Ameri
ed his nation's unwillingness to
cooperate with the United States can mediation, United Nations
talks, or further warfare will be
in discussions of any sort.
In hopes of partially rectifying the vehicle through which a
his country's military deficiency, higher degree of stability is
Sadat quickly departed for Mos brought to the Mildle East.

Lebanon cracks down on Fedayeen rebels
by Nellie Peters
ECHO commentator

Recent actions of the fedayeen,
Palestinian guerrillas now living
in 50 square miles of rocky land
in Lebanon on the northern
border of Israel, have resulted
in a major crack-down by the
Lebanese government.
Since 1969 the fedayeen have

settled in a rocky, mountainous from Lebanese territory.
Among the causes for
area called Arkub in southern

Lebanon. The area is presently
referred to as "Fatahland" be
cause it was A1 Fatah, the largest
Palestinian guerrilla group, that
was formally granted permission
from the Lebanese government
to inhabit the area with both
family and troops. In return for
these
rights, the fedayeens
pledged not to fire into Israel

the Israelis, 50 houses were demo
this lished and 50-80 guerrillas were
Lebanese change in attitude to killed in their counter-attack.
ward the Palestinian guerrillas
In response to the Israeli at
are the recent skyjacking of a tacks, Lebanese President Sulei
West German jet carrying Joseph man Franjiek pushed for and was
Kennedy and a raid on the granted a special meeting of the
Lebanese border in which five U.N. Security Council. However,
Israelis, two of them civilians, he did not make an all-out effort
were killed. The latter resulted to gain censure of Israel as may
in the largest Israeli land and air have been expected.
assault since 1967. According to
As Israeli forces attacked the
Arkub area where the fedayeens
live, their jets were also busy
outside of Beirut. Since then it
has been reported that while the
fighting continued, the Beirut
government was negotiating with
Israel and promised them that
Lebanese forces would be sta
tioned in Fatahland to suppress
the commandos. Accordingly,
Lebanese men and equipment
were moved into the area as
Israeli forces withdrew.
The fedayeen guerrillas of
fered no resistance whatsoever to

Restaurant
Family Dining Every Day
Hours: 11 A.M. 'til Midnight
Friday and Saturday til 2 A.M.

Complete dinners:
Chicken, Steak, & Seafood
PIZZA KING Products
BEN & CAROLYN HODGIN, owners

1226 North Walnut
Hartford City

348-0040

the Lebanese tightening of securi
ty. This can be partially at
tributed to the fact that any op
position could result in their
liquidation from Lebanon too,
leaving them without a conveni
ent place from which to launch
their assaults.
With the coming of the Leban
ese army, which is newly
equipped with up-to-date Ameri
can, British, and French weapons,

many of the area's 5,000 guerillas
have fled from their homes in the
small settlements in Fatahland
and taken up new residence in
the surrounding hills.
Fedayeen presence in Lebanon
goes back several years. In 1969

a pro-fedayeen demonstration re
sulted in an overturn of the
Lebanese government. The guer
rillas have since been driven
from their hideouts in Jordan and
have been severely limited in
their activities in both Iraq and
Syria.
This has left Lebanon as the
only harbor of safety. From this
position, they have managed to
plan their strategy and harass
Israel without much friction with
the Lebanese government—that
is, until two weeks ago when all
of this suddenly changed.
The 5,000 fedayeen guerrillas
in Fatahland are but a small
portion of the 350,000 Palestin
ians in Lebanon. Of these Pales
tinians who represent more than
15 per cent of the entire Le
banese population, 85,000 live
in refugee camps. Many of these
camps are located just outside of
Beirut. These people who own
weapons are unusually bitter and
frustrated. They have had to flee
from their home towns, settle in
refugee camps and fight for their
very existence in a land where
they are foreign and unwanted.

Suffering from Hunger Pangs?

Moore's Foodland Has t h e Cure
* Chips, Pretzels, Crackers, Snacks
* Full Line of Beverages
* Foodland 12 oz. Canned Pop
6/59i or Case of 24 $2.25
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Art majors teach children
The painting group is directed

by Gloria Dekker
ECHO feature writer

Though most art majors sleepin on Saturday mornings, the de
partment is not quiet. For the
past seven weeks there has been
a weekly invasion of the art de
partment by 27 children from
Upland and surrounding com
munities.
There are
three
different
learning groups of children from

second to seventh grade taught
by Taylor art majors. Bruce
Campbell ART-72, assisted by Ray
E. Bullock, assistant professor of
art, leads the three-dimensional
group. This class has been work
ing with paper collage, wood and
found object sculpture, and clay
and it seems to be one of the
favorites among the students.
The drawing class is taught by
Mary Nacey ART-72. She com
mented, "The kids are really in
teresting for the simple fact that
most of them are the kind of
students who are really interested
in art. They are all pretty
talented in spite of the large age
range. But they try hard and do
their best."

by Gloria Dekker ART-72. "A(
first, I did not think my class was
going to be very worthwhile. I
only had five students and the
ages varied greatly. I did not
want to be a rigid teacher but
I wanted to make sure they
learned something. I feel now
that I have achieved those goals
but in the process learned twice
as much from them."
These classes developed from
last semester's Art Centre. Mrs.
Walter Coyle from Marion came
to Taylor hoping a program like
this could be started. Some of
the Marion elementary schools
do not provide art programs and
she was hoping this would be
somewhat of a compensation. To
gether with Jean Campbell, co
ordinator of community partici
pation, she went to Ball State
University, which for several
years has had such a program, to
get advice on starting the pro
gram.
Now that the program is com
ing to a close, Mrs. Coyle feels

that it has generally been a suc
cess. But the best verification of
success comes from the students.

'The Well' combines
new life,new friends
by Joy Buhler
ECHO feature writer

coffeehouse ministry so effective,

Down a narrow stairs and
through an open door and you
are at Jacob's Well, a coffee
house delicatessen started by
three Taylor students. With an
atmosphere all its own, Jacob's
Well provides a unique arrange
ment for conversation or live en
tertainment.
Jacob's Well is situated below
the One Way bookstore on the

Marks commented, "Kids know
when they're being manipulated
—they sense it. One reason why
we and Christ are so successful
is that we offer a unique life
style, something that's not of
fered just anywhere." According
to Marks, "The kids initiate the
talking. The music, the mural, our
name and the literature, as well
as the atmosphere get the kids
to open up."

The name, Jacob's Well, came
square of Hartford City, when the as a result of a search for an
bookstore was started, the idea ingenious name. The basement
for a Christian coffeehouse also location can be paralleled to a
developed. Greg Larsh, a former well, and John 4 provided the
Taylor student, Bob Krumroy entire name, Jacob's Well. Marks
SOC-73 and "Harpo" Marks CE-73 explained that as Jesus offered
decided to implement the idea. the Living Water to the Samaritan
"Larsh felt God was leading him woman at Jacob's Well, so do they
elsewhere, so he left for home," offer the Living Water while kids
explained Marks. As a result, drink cola and coffee.
Marks and Krumroy carried out
Jacob's Well is open six eve
the plans.
The goal of Jacob's Well is to nings a week. On Tuesdays there
proclaim God. The staff believes is a Bible study with an evangelic
that the goal is being reached, al basis. Thursdays there is a
as in the last two weeks almost Bible study for new Christians.
40 kids have given their lives to Wednesdays and Sundays are
Christ. The work has increased open for unplanned entertain
as new Christians go out and ment by the kids. Friday and
share their faith with others.
Saturday are "God's nights" with
When asked what makes the Christian entertainment.

Most responded enthusiastically
when asked what they thought of
the classes.
Debbie Ellis: "They're really
nice. I came because my dad
wanted me to learn how to paint
better. I like to mix colors and
its fun to paint different pictures.
I think the classes were worth
while."
Gina Coyle: "They give me a
busy schedule but they're fun."

Vicki Adams: "I like this class
better than other classes because
here they tell you and show
films and stuff on how to do
things right, rather than just
giving you the things (materials)
and tell you to make something."
Eileen Hermanson: "I like it."
Karri and Kelly Hess summed
it up by saying, "The classes are
really fun."

'It's u p t h e r e '

'Kids' share heavenly thoughts
he added, "Horses don't go there
do they?"
When asked what she thought
"Out of the mouths of babes heaven looked like, Deanna Meeks
shall come truth and wisdom." age 4, replied that it was blue
But when 4 and 5 year olds from and white and that God sits up
Kiddie Kampus were asked what there and tells us to be good.
they thought heaven was like,
Tara Brodzik, age 4, gave an
their responses expressed their interesting impression. Very as
own impressions.
sured of her answer, she replied,
To most of
the children, "Well, it's filled with clouds and
heaven was the place where God lives up there, and God's
Jesus lives. Todd Klopfenstein, mother and father, too!"
age 5, went on to say that it had
She also went on to say that it
golden roads and angels who were is dark in heaven. When asked
servants for Jesus. With a half- why she thought that, she sighed
knowing, half-unsure expression, and answered, "Just because it
is!"
by Lonnie Zenkert
ECHO feature writer

To the question, who goes to
heaven and what does God do

Following Friday's service, the
Hut is sponsoring a concert in
the White Dome featuring Elvis
Presley and the Screaming
Wheels. Admission is 75 cents.
Russ Knight, Southside director
of Chicagoland Youth for Christ,
will be on campus Monday recruit
ing staff for a summer inner-city
basketball clinic. Knight will be
eating lunch in the Dining Com
mons and would like to meet with
any interested students.

there, Tara declared "God builds
houses and people go there when
they are real old!"
After pondering the question
for a few moments, John Goetcheus, age 4, finally stated, "You
can't see it!" But he also added,

"People go there to be with God."
Carol Neuhauser, age 5, quietly
answered that she thought heaven

was very pretty, and added that
"Jesus lives there and does all
kinds of work."
Although Julie Lejman didn't
know what heaven was like, she
was quite sure that Jesus lived
there. When asked what she
thought he did she very confident
ly answered, " He takes care of
us!"
Troy Livingston, age 4, thought
that heaven not only contained

the clouds but also the sun. His
only other reply was that people
go there when they die.
Chris Neideck, age 4, was not
quite sure what heaven was like
but she readily agreed with a
suggestion that Jesus lived there.
Interrupting Mark Colber, age
4, from his play activity, he only
had time to point his finger and
quickly answer, "All I know is
that it's up there!"
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Bishop Taylor provides
'rich heritage' for Taylor
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by Jim Coughenoour
ECHO feature writer
Taylor University? Sure, you've
heard of it. But have you ever
wondered where it got its name?
There are quite a few Mr. Tay
lors arounl. In case you're curi
ous . . .
The Mr. Taylor we're concerned
with was a man of unique abili
ties. The historian, John Fletcher
Hurst, called him "the modern St.
Paul." The prominent Methodist
leaders of the last century were
both alarmed and fascinated by
his dynamic personality and his
unorthodox methods.
Halford E. Luccock described
William Taylor in his book,The
Story of Methodism: "Whenever
William Taylor comes upon the
scene
of
Methodist
history,
whether it be in Baltimore, in
California, in India, South Ameri
ca, Africa or Australia, it is like
the advent of Hercules. Then the
plot thickens. Then the moun
tains move. He was the Giant
with the Seven League Boots."
Born in 1821 on a back-woods
Virginia farm, Bishop Taylor saw
steadfast examples of godly liv
ing early through the lives of his
Presbyterian parents. It was not
until his twentieth year, how
ever, that he had what he called
a "religious experience."
As a result, he became a
Methodist preacher, being ad
mitted on a trial basis to the
Baltimore Conference on March
15, 1843, was ordained deacon
in 1846, and became an elder in
1847.
For the next 49 years he proved
himself one of the great giants of
the Christian faith.
The first church to which he
was permanently appointed was
the Hartford Avenue Methodist
Episcopal Church of Baltimore.
There in 1848, Bishop Waugh ap
pointed him as one of two mis
sionaries to the distant land of
California.
Bishop Taylor arrived in San
Francisco, still a city of tents,
in the autumn of 1849. He wasted
no time in his work of. evangeliz
ing the grizzled prospectors of
the area: the first Sunday found
him in a Baptist pulpit. During

his seven years there, however,
his pulpit was more often a pork
or whiskey barrel in the Plaza
where he could be heard by 20,
000 people at a time.
Taylor was well-fitted for his
ministry there. He wrote on the
back of a photograph in 1881, "I
am six feet high, weigh 207
pounds, and lifted at one raise
760 pounds in my fifty-ninth
year."
From California, he went on
to the towns of Canada and
visited scattered cities across the
United States. In 1861, he left
for Australia via England. For
three years he preached in
Australia, New Zealand
and
Tasmania; thousands of members
were added to the Wesleyan
Methodist churches.
Early 1866 found him in South
Africa working with the colon
ists and Kaffirs; the next year,
in England and Scotland. Bishop
Taylor returned to Australia in
1869, and in 1870 went to India
where he spent the next seven
years among the Anglo-Indians
and furthering the work of the
gospel there.
In India he developed his
unique "Pauline System" of
financial support of missionaries.
Missionaries, according to this
system, were to depend upon their
converts' contributions and if
these were not sufficient, they,
like Paul, should work them
selves.
The Methodist Church had been
a bit skeptical of Bishop Taylor's
mission in India, but they were
even more disturbed over his
work in South America. Bishop
Taylor refused to proceed through
the usual missionary channels,
and a considerable degree of
hostility developed toward him
and his work.
Ironically, the South Conference
of the Methodist Episcopal Church
appointed him a lay delegate to
the General Conference in Phila
delphia early in May, 1884, where
he was elected as Missionary
Bishop of Africa.
Bishop Taylor himself became
known as "The Flaming Torch"
in the dark jungles of that contin
ent. Africa, unfortunately, proved
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unusually difficult for his selfsupporting system, and the strain
began to wear on his health. The
General Conference relieved him
of his responsibilities in 1896.
His last years were spent in South
ern California with his family.
He died in Palo Alto in 1902.
While Bishop Taylor was at the
height of his labors, an organiza
tion of lay preachers known as
the National Association of Local
Preachers (NALP) controlled Tay
lor University, then known as
Fort Wayne Methodist Episcopal
College. They decided that as
administrators and owners, they
had the privilege to rename the
college.
Dr. William Ringenberg, as
sistant professor of history at
Taylor explains the NALP's de
cision to rename the college after
Taylor in his forthcoming book,
Taylor University: The First 125
Years.
"It is not difficult to under
stand the desire of the NALP to
name their new school after
William Taylor. He was a fellow
preacher of Methodism, and thus
they could identify with him and
his amazing missionary accom
plishments; but equally important,
to them was the fact that Taylor
accomplished his feats while
ignoring — and even flouting
— the somewhat autocratic of
ficial agencies of the church. The
Local Preachers were resentful
of the fact that the regular
Methodist clergy had always
treated them in a condescending
manner, and they obtained a
considerable amount of satis
faction (;om observing a man who
could successfully 'buck the
Establishments.' "
Thus, in 1890 the college was
rededicated Taylor University,
with Bishop Taylor's cooperation,
moved to Upland in 1893.
This college meant a great
deal to Bishop Taylor. He said
that the institution lay close to
his heart and was in his prayers
"at least three times a day" until
the last day of his life.
Today, looking back at Bishop
Taylor's life, one can realize the
magnitude of his accomplish
ments. He labored steadily for
his Lord, yet his rugged common
sense and sense of humor pre
served him from fanaticism. This
university has a rich heritage in
the name of William Taylor, who
was indeed, a "modern St. Paul."
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V O I C E
Christian needed

is dying or being born. Ueluelet
will have no Christian to sing
or to teach or to listen.
There will be no Christian in
my Village because no one from
Taylor has agreed to go this year.
There are other villages like
Ueluelet. Port Alberni, Church
House and many Alaskan Border
reservations will exist without
Christ because no one will be
there to tell.

Dear Editor:
My summer in Ueluelet. a small
Indian village off Vancouver,
British Columbia, was one of
growth, excitement and chal
lenge. Living with my Indian peo
ple under near primitive condi
tions, teaching them the gospel
of Jesus Christ and learning the
Indian ways proved to be one of
My village needs a Christian,
the most valuable experiences
are. you available?
of my life.
Please write to:
Traveling by dug-out canoe, or
swamp plane, eating moose or North American Indian Mission
salmon over an open fire and Summer Missionary Institute
living without running water 2205 Fir St.
were all new experiences for me. Vancouver 9, B.C., Canada
If you are concerned about sup
I learned much . . . about the
Indian culture and about myself port, contact TWO. If you would
like to talk to someone who has
and my faith.
This summer, Ueluelet will gone before, contact: Sherry
have no Bible school for the Clark, Linda Ault, Bob Wing, Jeff
childrep, no services for the Longfellow or myself.
Sincerely,
adults, no home visitation, no
Nancyjoy Johnson
Christian to call when someone

O F

T H E

P E O P L E

On interviewing
Dear Editor:
Upon reading in the March 11
edition of the Echo one of the
articles relative to the visit of
the Hare Krsna group to campus,
I discovered to my chagrin a
childish and unintelligent re
mark that I was supposed to have
made. Needless to say, 1 am dis
turbed over the alleged quotation
since I am unaware of having
been interviewed. I can only as
sume that a student who initiated
a conversation following class a
few days ago seriously misunder
stood and misquoted me. She had
indicated that she was impressed
by the Hare Krsna disciples but
was unhappy over the showing
made by the students. My re
sponse was that, perhaps one
should not be too hard on our
people since the visitors un
doubtedly had made long and

Consortium designed to
improve student activities
Tentative plans for this se
that lack of funds was the pri
mary reason more "big name" mester include an open-door
Five Indiana colleges, includ groups were not on campus this concert held here at Taylor and
a possible bikeathon with Ander
ing Taylor, will form a student year.
"The five colleges could bring son College.
government consortium, an
"I think this holds a lot of pos
nounced Kermit Welty PE-72, groups to a central location.
SGO president, recently. Partici The combined funds would enable sibilities for increasing friend
pating schools are Taylor, An us to have better groups more ships across campuses, as well as
derson College, Fort Wayne Bible often," Welty continued. "We also helping us to break out of the
College, Huntington College and hope to sponsor a field day where 'Taylor Mold'."
Marion College.
winners of campus events would
Through cooperation in the compete against winners for other
areas of government, chapel and colleges."
social functions. Welty believes
the consortium will improve stu
dent-oriented activities on the
five campuses.
"We hope to compare pro
grams tried by each government
and to share our ideas on how a
government should be run," ex
plained Welty.
by Chris Newman
ECHO news editor

flowers for
all occasions

arduous preparation for an en
counter of this kind. Under the
circumstances, it would be un
wise and unfair to render a
judgment on the dedication or
intelligence of the Taylor stu
dents.
I am loath to add to the bur
dens of a weary editor, but pos
sibly reporters could be reminded
to ask permission to quote and
then to quote accurately and in
context.
Yours sincerely,
Frances W. Ewbank
Professor of English

Stop hunger
Dear Editor:
It would be hard to imagine a
country that is more of a hell on
earth than the nation of Bengladesh today. Up to three million
people were killed during the
10 month occupation by the West
Pakistani soldiers. Ten million
refugees fled to India, a country
which cannot feel its own people.
Most of the factories, jute mills
and farm land of Bengladesh
(formerly East Pakistan) was de
stroyed. As a result, the Bengali
people seem to have no way of
dealing with their immediate
problems of lack of food, clean
drinking water and shelter.
It is estimated that at least one
billion dollars is needed quickly.

India has given 53 million dol
lars; the rest of the world, little
or nothing. The United States
Government has denied recogni
tion to the new nation of Bengla
desh and has refused to grant

Best Wishes

any aid. Since it appears that
little international help is going
to be given to the Bengalis, ex
perts estimate that up to 20 mil
lion of them may die of starvation
and disease within the next two
years. This is almost as many as
the total number of deaths in
World War II.
But there is now an alternative
to just feeling sorry for these
people. About a dozen Taylor
students have formed an organiza
tion known as SHIP (Stop Hun
ger in Pakistan). Our goal is to
raise money to be used to buy
food and clothing for the Bengali
people.
During Youth
Conference
Weekend, we plan to sell potato
chips in all the dorms Friday and

Saturday nights and at the field
house Saturday afternoon. Other
projects we are considering in
clude a rummage sale, a possible
folk or rock concert and the show
ing of the filmstrip on Bengla
desh put out by World Vision. We
have affiliated with Taylor World
Outreach and Pastor Hill's of
fice. All financial contributions
will be tax exempt. Checks should
be make out to: Taylor University,
TWO, SHIP.
Not one of us has the luxury
of shrugging our shoulders and
sighing that there's nothing we
can do. Each of us can contri
bute something, either financial
ly or physically. Anyone with
ideas or time to contribute should
notify Professor Larry Miller of
the sociology department or send
a note to Box 276, Campus Mail.
Sincerely, Tod Lemons and
Steve and Kathy Owen

for Youth Conference
Activities

An effective chapel-exchange
program is also planned. Both

chapel formats and actual chapels
will be exchanged among the col
leges. This will be similar to Feb.
ruary's chapel exchange with Mar
ion College.
Cooperation on concerts and
other social functions will hope
fully result in more major groups
in the area said Welty. He noted
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Golfers prepare for season
by Jim Hopkins
ECHO sports editor

Since the elusive golf cage has
been found, Coach Don Odle's
golfers have been preparing them
selves for their annual spring
tour. Practice has been limited
to the field house and to an oc
casional outdoor venture when
the weather permits.
Among the six lettermen re
turning from last year's confer

honor by leading the Trojan golf
team in their winning effort last
spring in the conference tourna
ment. Knorr and Thompson also
made the All-District team, as
Taylor was barely edged out in
the district playoffs by Man
chester College. Other lettermen
returning are Roger Zimmerman
ART-72, Tom Holmes PSY-72 and
Steve Morris MA-74.
The team leaves for the tour
on Thursday, March 23, headed
for Dalton, Ga. The golfers will
have a practice round in the
afternoon, preparing for their
meet with Valdosta State on Fri
day. Because of the weather con-

ditions here, the team's exposure
on the tour will be their first full
go on a course this year. Since
most of the Trojan opponents will
be in the middle or latter part
of their seasons, the going should
be tough for the Taylor golfers.
However, Coach Don Odle feels
that they have a good chance to
more than break even over the
whole tour.
1971 was the first year that a
Taylor golf team has won the

Hoosier College C o n f e r e n c e
Championship. Also Odle was
voted "Golf Coach of the Year"
in the HCC.
Last year's honorary team cap
tain, Bill Thompson, stated, "Last
year was probably Taylor's best
ever for golfing. This year we
have all improved our games and
the team has more depth."
Thompson also related that the
team has set its goals for the year
and hopes to do well in the con
by Jim Hopkins
trip to the finals. Last year he ference and district tournaments.
ECHO sports editor
went but did not place in the top
Because of the recent success
Dana Sorensen PE-73 finished six.
of the Taylor golfers, there has
Commenting about the tourna been an increased interest in the
in fourth place in the 150 lb.
division in the NAIA annual Na ment Sorensen said, "I felt that team. Several men have inquired
tional Wrestling Tournament. The I was better prepared this year about joining the squad, so Odle
tourney was held last week, because of the experience of be has announced plans for a quali Bill Thompson PE-73 concentrates on a putt while preparing for the
team's spring tour in the South. The season will begin with a
March 9, 10 and 11, at the Oregon ing there before. Also, Coach fication round soon after the golf
match at Valdosta State in Georgia on March 24. ECHO photo by
Technological Institute in Kla Jarman did a great job in getting team returns from the Spring trip. Mel Christiansen.
math Falls, Oregon. Over 400 us ready for the tough competi
wrestlers from colleges across tion."
The first and second place fi D r i b b l i n g d o l l s
the nation participated. Soren
sen's fourth place finish was the nishers in Sorensen's weight di
best showing ever made by a vision are seniors, but the third
Taylor wrestler in the Nationals. place finisher is a junior. Soren
John Marchak BIO-74 also par sen indicated that he is looking
and another from the Friendship tramural program second floor
ticipated in the tourney but did forward to next year's tournament
by Jim Hopkins
and another shot at the champion
Guild. Altogether twelve teams MCW is the leader with 89.5
not place.
ECHO sports editor
participate, eight are in the A points and holds a wide margin
This was not Sorensen's first ship.
Taylor co-eds have taken to the league and four in the B league. over second East which has 68.5
basketball court. Women's in Presently in the standings, South points to date. First East and Off
Easter Cards
tramural basketball started Feb Hall is the leader in the A league Campus have 29 points while
— Wide Selection
ruary 23 and will continue until and second East leads the B third East has 28.
Following the final game March
— Special group featuring messages by Billy Graham
league competition.
March 22.
All games are officiated by 22, the WRA plans to sponsor a
Teams are determined
by
Candy
party for all those who partici
floors in MCW and East while women referees.
Gifts for All Occasions
there is one team from South Hall
in the overall women's i n- pated in the basketball program.
Brides-Elect Welcome to Sign Our Gift Suggestion Book
ence championship are three Tay
lor golfers who earned All-Con
ference honors. Denny Thompson
SS-73, Curt Knorr MA-74 and Bill
Thompson PE-73 qualified for the

Sorensen captures
fourth at Nationals

Co-eds take to the court

THE GIFT BOX
348-4535

206 W. Main, Hartford City

On Youth Conference Weekend, Come to —

PONDEROSA
STEAK HOUSE

Diamondmen plan spring trip
by Jim Hopkins
ECHO sports editor

Taylor's diamondmen are con
tinuing to work in the field house
in preparation for their seven
game schedule over spring break.
The season opener is Saturday,
March 25, at Morehead State Col-
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team compares to Taylor teams
of the recent past, Krause said,
"We probably don't have the
"We have worked hard on tim home run potential that we have
ing and quickness and we have had in the past, but we will rely
even held infield and outfield on strong pitching, a better de
practice on a miniature scale," fense and more aggressive run
ning on the bases."
Krause said.
This year's team was cut to 23
Even though all of the teams
Taylor will play against are well players. There is a good balance
into their respective seasons, of team members from each of
Krause thinks the team has a the four classes. Coach Krause has
good chance to come out with a not announced his starting line
winning record. "The guys believe up yet, but it will have four
in themselves and I think they seniors, two juniors, two sopho
are mentally prepared," he com mores and one freshman.
Krause does not expect the
mented.
He made it clear that the team schedule for the spring tour to
Is not just using the trip to get be easy. "Every team we play is
ready for the season, but that capable of overpowering us. Plus,
they want to win some ball games. they will be up for us because of
Commenting about how the the sectional rivalry involved."

lege in Kentucky.

Coach Scott Krause feels that
the winter practice has gone well.

UPLAND DRUGS

'y

PRESCRIPTIONS
• DRUGS & SICKROOM SUPPLIES
• HARDWARE & HOUSEWARES

i

i

**§. ,ra

• COSMETICS & JEWELRY
. AMERICAN GREETINGS
. RUSSELL STOVER CANDIES
. GIFT DEPARTMENT

1515 BRAEWICK DRIVE * MARION • INDIANA * 664-3607

D.E.O.

Cor. Main & Berry - Upland

998-2151
"Paul A. Jorg and Harry J. Glass"
Registered Pharmacists
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Two cagers win
spot in HBCC
year ago.

Special from
HBCC News Bureau

Seniors on the team are Banks,
Defiance College dominated Arft, Amstutz, Retcher and Lewis.
the first year of play in the Juniors are Gray, Recker, Par
Hoosier-Buckeye Collegiate Con sons and Aalbregtse and Laker
ference and the voting for the all- and Bush are the lone sopho
league basketball team reflected mores.
Players earning honorable men
the Yellowjackets' dominance.
Three Defiance players were tion are Fletcher Yates and Bob
Wilmington, Tim
named to the 11-man first team Bowers of
announced today by the HBCC Rietdorf BUS-73 of Taylor, Wayne
coaches and Coach Marv Hohen- McMillen of Earlham, Ken Burgei
Berger was a unanimous choice of Findlay and Jim Brown of Taylor trackmen loosen up for another day of
practice. They are preparing for the annual spring
for coach-of-the-year in the loop. Bluffton.
Earlham's Dave Gray was player-of-the-year in the nine-team
conference as he was the top
vote getter. His teammate, Jerry
Banks, was runnerup in the bal
loting. Hanover's Dennis Laker
was a close third.

track trip which begins March 25. ECHO photo by
Chris Nerstad.

Sprinters nab third in Invitational

Only other team with two se
lections was Taylor with Scott

by John Nevius
ECHO sports writer

Parsons SOC-74 and Randy Aalbregtse PE-74 tying for No. 10
Taylor's track team captured
position.
versity and the University of
Defiance had Jim Amstutz, Chicago Invitational Track Meet
Marv Retcher, and Ken Bush on on Saturday, March 11.
the first unit as opposing coaches
The meet, which started at 12
backed its players on all ballots.
noon and lasted until 8 p.m. was
Amstutz led Defiance in scoring
held at the University of Chicago's
with a 14.3 average, with Bush
indoor track. In competition, Tay>
and Retcher both near 13 points
lor placed behind Lincoln Uni
per tilt.
versity and the University of
Rounding out the squad were
Marty Arft of Findlay, Clair Reck- Chicago track club. The Trojans
er of Bluffton and Steve Lewis of ran past many of the larger uni
Anderson, all three strong scor versities and colleges in the tristate area.
ers and rebounders.
Five players earned a distinc
tion few men ever claim, that of
being all-league in different con
ferences. Gray, Banks and Laker
are repeaters from the old
Hoosier Conference and Arft and
Retcher had been first-teamers
in the Mid-Ohio Conference a

Relays and distance events
were the two sources from which
Taylor's team points were drawn.
The Trojans scored in the dis
tance medley, two mile relay,
three mile run, 3,000 meter
steeplechase and in the four mile
relay.

Taylor's distance medley relay

team captured second place. This
is a relay in which a lead runner
runs the half-mile, a second run
ner runs 440 yards, a third man
runs the % mile and an anchor
man who finishes the race with
a mile run, captured second place.
The team was led by Taylor
Oliver BIO-74, who ran a 1:57
half mile. Carl Tichenor FR-72,
then took the baton and ran a :51
quarter mile. Brad Ludwick SS-72
then ran a % mile in 3:15 and
Ralph Foote PE-72 anchored the
relay, running a 4:16.2 mile.
Taylor's two mile relay helped
boost the team's standing by
grabbing third place. This relay

consists of each of four men run
ning one half mile. Mike Massimer, leading the relay, sprinted
around the 220 yard track four
times in 2:06.6. Dan Jorg took the
baton from Mike and turned in
a time of 2:06.9. Carl Tichenor,
Taylor's third man, completed
the 880 yards in 2:01 and Taylor
Oliver BIO-74 anchored the relayin 1:56.4.
Taylor's four mile relay, a re
lay in which each of four men
runs one mile, captured 5th place
with a time of 18:53.7. Taylor
Oliver led the relay with a 4:24
mile. Tim Sorg ran the second
mile in 4:49, and Jim Slocum ran
the third mile in 4:58. Brad

Shrock PE-74, anchored the relay
with a mile time of 4:40.7.
Other Taylor points were scored
in two distance events; the 3,000
meter steeplechase and the three
mile run. Dave Whybrew CH-ED72 ran away with first place in
the steeplechase with a time of
9:58.9. Ralph Foote grabbed sec
ond place in the three mile run
with a time of 14:47.6.
The track team is presently
training for the annual spring
track trip which starts on March
25th and ends on April 1st. Dur
ing this trip the team will com
pete in four meets, several of
which are against strong southern
track teams.

50,000 JOBS

BRINDLE'S SHELL STATION

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
PROGRAMS

"FOR GOOD MILEAGE"
Super Shell Gasoline
Super Shell Motor Oil
Tires • Batteries • Accessories

998-2592

N.Main & Anson, Upland

FAMILY DINING
AT THE HOME OF
Awful Big . . . Awful Good
SANDWICHES

/J.

The National Agency Of Student Employment Has Recently
Completed A Nationwide Research Program Of Jobs Available To
College Students And Graduates During 1972. Catalogs Which
Fully Describe These Employment Positions May Be Obtained As
Fol lows:
( )

Catalog of Summer and Career Positions Available
Throughout the United States in Resort Areas,
National Corporations, and Regional Employment
Centers. Price $3.00.

( )

Foreign Job Information Catalog Listing Over 1,000
Employment Positions Available in Many Foreign
Countries. Price $3.00.

( )

SPECIAL: Both of the Above Combined Catalogs With
A Recommended Job Assignment To Be Selected For
You. Please State Your Interests. Price $6.00.

Q [!

ffi H t V

COMPLETE,
FULL COURSE
MEALS
Quick Service
HIGHWAY 3 SOUTH
HARTFORD CITY

348-4360

National Agency of Student Employment
Student Services Division
^35 Erkenbrecher
Cincinnati, Ohio 45220

